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King William III (1650 –1702)
by an unknown artist
Oil on canvas, c.1690
NPG 1026                       

John Bourchier, 2nd Baron Berners 
(1567–1533) 
by an unknown Netherlandish artist
Oil on panel, circa 1520–1530
NPG 4953

James Vernon (1646–1727)
by Sir Godfrey Kneller (1646–1723)
Oil on canvas, 1677
NPG 2963                        

The Seven Bishops Committed to the
Tower in 1688 
by an unknown artist
Oil on canvas, c.1688
NPG 79                         

Samuel Clarke (1675–1729)
by Jamé Verhych (active 1719)
Patinated lead, 1719
NPG 4838                                            

Further Information

If there are other things that 
interest you, please ask the 
Room Steward.

More information on the portraits 
can be found on the Portrait 
Explorer upstairs.

Corridor

David Mlinaric (b.1939) 
by Rex Coleman for Baron Studios
Reproduction of photograph, 1965
NPG x125589

When Beningbrough Hall came to the National Trust in 
1958 after the death of Lady Chesterfield, parts of the 
Hall were in a poor state of repair. After many years of 
tenanting the property, the Hall was reopened to visitors 
in 1979 after restoration and conservation work. The 
restoration work was overseen by the leading interior 
designer David Mlinaric. His scheme is particularly 
evident in the Great Hall, Dining Room and Saloon. 
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The three walnut and cane chairs date from about
1710. Caned chairs were a genuine English innovation
in the later seventeenth century and virtually unknown
elsewhere in Europe. The cane was made from the
rattan plant, imported from Asia, and although
cheaper than upholstery, it was strong and light.
For extra comfort the chairs often had loose cushions,
called ‘squabs’.

Caned Chairs
On the Side

Although known as the Smoking Room, the original
function of this room is uncertain. Being close to the
Hall, and next to the service stair to the basement,
it may originally have been an everyday living room
known as the Common Parlour. It could also have been
John Bourchier’s business room. A door to the left of
the chimney provided access to an inner book room. 
This suggests that the East end of the ground floor 
may have been Bourchier’s male domain with his own 
apartment – bedchamber, dressing room and closet – 
across the corridor.
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William III (1650–1702)
by an unknown artist, c.1690
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Walnut Side Chair 

John Bourchier, 
2nd Baron Berners 
(1567–1533)
by an unknown Netherlandish artist
Oil on panel, circa 1520–1530
NPG 4953

A solider, scholar and diplomat, Berners was made 
Chancellor of the Exchequer by Henry VIII in 1516. 
He assisted in negotiations for an alliance with 
Spain (1518), and attended Henry at his meeting 
with Francis I in France in 1520, a spectacular event 
known as the Field of Cloth of Gold. While Lord 
Deputy of Calais (1520-6), he produced, at the king’s 
request, a translation of Jean Froissart’s Chronicles 
which became extremely popular. Berners resumed 
his appointment in 1531, and died at Calais two 
years later. 


